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        LET’S START TLET’S START TLET’S START TLET’S START THE UNITHE UNITHE UNITHE UNIT    
 

 

We will learn in this unit about the Dutch and Flemish culture and we will compare them with our 

own culture. 

  

Through this unit, we will visit The Netherlands and Belgium and we will try to understand how 

they are and what the main features of their cultures are. We will travel to Amsterdam, Breda, 

Antwerp, Brussels and we will visit some amazing places here in Barcelona. Come and enjoy the 

trip! 

 

Here you have the keys that will help you go through the unit: 

 

 

            

    

    

    

ICON KEYICON KEYICON KEYICON KEY    

    Pair work 

    Group work/ 

 Class work 

 Writing 

    Reading 

        Listing 

    Video 

    ICT activity 

 Listening 

Language tip 

Expert’s tip 

FONT KEYFONT KEYFONT KEYFONT KEY    

 

Bold and orange New words

  

Bold and black  Important 

   grammatical  

   concepts. 

 

Bold and italics  Examples 

 

How are you going to be assessed? 

 

Through this unit, the teacher will take into account: 

 

� Your oral participation in English. 

� That you regularly do your homework. 

� Your participation in group work and pair work. 

� Your writing skills. 

� Your creativity when using ICT resources. 

� Your interest in discovering a new culture. 

 

At the end of the unit you will sit two exams to test your: 

� Grammar and lexical accuracy. 

� Knowledge on the topic. 

� Comprehension of “The diary of a young girl”. 
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1. DUTCH CULTURE FOR BEG1. DUTCH CULTURE FOR BEG1. DUTCH CULTURE FOR BEG1. DUTCH CULTURE FOR BEGINNERSINNERSINNERSINNERS    
 

 

Before starting, let’s make a questionnaire to prove how much you already 

know about the Netherlands. We are sure that you already know a lot about it!!  

Discuss in pairs what the correct answer is and mark it with an X.  

 

 

1. What does “netherland” mean? 

□ middle land 

□ high land 

□ low land 

 

2. One of the things we share with the 

Netherlands is that in the northern 

part of the country there is a province 

called Friesland where they speak a 

language called… 

□ Frisian 

□ Frislandish 

□ Frisish 

3. The Netherlands is… 

□ a republic 

□ an autocracy  

□ a monarchy 

 

4. When you think about the Netherlands 

what is the first image that comes to 

your mind? 

□ a wooden shoe 

□ a cheese 

□ a joint 

5. Sinterklaas gives presents to all good 

children on the evening of the 5th of 

December. Where does he come from? 

□ North Pole 

□ Spain 

□ Finland 

6. Who was back in the 16th century king 

of Spain and of the Netherlands? 

   □ Charles V 

   □ Ferdinand VI 

   □ Juan Carlos I 

 

7. The neighbouring countries of the 

Netherlands are… 

□ Denmark, France and Germany 

□ Germany, France and Belgium 

□ Germany and Belgium 

8. One of the colonial possessions of The 

Dutch Empire was… 

         □ Madagascar  

   □ Russia 

   □ Indonesia 

9. Dutch people share their language with… 

□ Danish 

□ people who live in northern France 

□ Belgians 

10. The Netherlands has had many well-

known painters. Do you know who of 

them was Dutch? 

   □ Rembrandt 

   □ Matisse 

   □ Duchamp 

11. The capital of the Netherlands is… 

□ Den Haag 

□ Amsterdam 

□ Rotterdam 

 

12. Dutch people are very fond of… 

   □ Tulips 

   □ Parks 

   □ Bikes 
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a) Watch the following video 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qb3zJEu5sO0&feature=related 

 

While listening, write down as many words as possible for each one of the following concepts. The 

first examples have been done for you. 

 

PREVIOUS IMAGES AND 

EXPECTATIONS 

LIBERAL POLICIES TIME MANAGING WEATHER 

• Ride bikes 

• Hardworking people 

 

 

 

   

 

INTERACTIONS/ 

COMMUNICATION 

CELEBRATIONS FOOD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

b) Discuss it with your partner. 

c) Watch the video clip again and try to get as 

many new words as possible. 

d) Discuss it in groups of four. 
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Write down a small text with your partner where you describe Dutch culture using the words you 

have written down from the video.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Imagine you are in a souvenir shop in Amsterdam. Have a look at the 

souvenirs and decide what to buy.  

 

a) Fill in the gaps with your partner. 

Customer:    Good morning! 

Shop assistant:   __________________ 

Customer:    May I see that _____________ over there? 

Shop assistant:   Sure. You mean __________? 

Customer:    Yes. Thank you. Do you have this in other ___________? 

Shop assistant:   Well, they come in _______, red and green. Which one do  

    you prefer? 

Customer:    May I see the _______ one? 

Shop assistant:   Sure, here you ________. 

Customer:    _________ ___________ is it? 

Shop assistant:   It is 5€.  

Customer:    OK, I’ll take _________: one in blue and one in ________.  

Shop assistant:    It is 10€ ____________. 

Customer:    Here you ___________. Goodbye! 

Shop assistant:   Thank _______. Goodbye! 

 

b) One of you will be the customer and the other one the 

shop assistant. Reproduce the dialogue. 

 

c) Decide what you will buy and swap roles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Netherlands is a modern society where..................... 

When we think about the Netherlands............................ 

The Dutch are well known for ……………………….. 

Dutch people use their …………………………………………. a lot. They like to 

……………. 

The climate is ……………….. The weather is ………………….. 

The Dutch are ……… when …................................ 

Their style of communication is…. 

Queen’s day is ….. where everyone …….. 

A typical Dutch meal consists of ……………….. 
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Dutch people never expect foreigners to speak Dutch. They will be really impressed if they 

hear you saying a few words, although almost everyone speaks English in the Netherlands! 

 

a) Dutch and English are similar. Try to guess what these Dutch sentences mean. 

 

DUTCH ENGLISH 

Goedemorgen!  

Hoe gaat het met je?  

Goed!  

En met jou?  

Ik moet weg!  

Tot ziens!  

Doei!  

Ik hou van jou.  

Jij bent zoet.  

 

b) Watch the following video: 

 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S8H8ocOfa6Y  

(Learning Dutch - Basic Phrases 001 Greetings and Polite Chat) 

 

c) Now put your Dutch into practice. Reproduce the dialogue with your partner or try to.  

 

STUDENT A STUDENT B 

Goedemorgen ☺! 

Hoe gaat het met je? 

Ook goed! 

Ok. Tot ziens! 

Dag ☺! 

Prima! En met jou? 

Ik moet weg! 

Doei! 

Ik hou van jou!  Jij bent zoet!  
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            2. AMSTERDAM2. AMSTERDAM2. AMSTERDAM2. AMSTERDAM    
 

 

Now you are going to see some pictures. Discuss with your partner about 

them. Write your answers in a sheet of paper.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Watch this video and take notes of the most important things that you think you need to know 

before going to Amsterdam.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXT6TJ6vKLo 

Choose the right answer: 

1- In Amsterdam there are a lot of… 

a) international companies. 

b) canals. 

c) both. 

5- Cycling in Amsterdam is... 

 a) awful. 

 b) brilliant. 

 c) good. 

2- Many Amsterdamers speak fluent… 

a)  English. 

b)  French. 

c)  Italian. 

6- What is very Dutch? 

 a) The girls ride bikes. 

 b) That the girls sit on the back of the bikes. 

 c) The boys sit on the back of the bikes. 

3-  Amsterdam has more canals than the city 

of… 

a)  Venice. 

b) Barcelona. 

c)  London. 

7- For Erin, a good night in Amsterdam means: 

 a) having dinner and going to a brown café. 

 b) going to a coffeeshop. 

 c) riding a bike all night. 

4-  You have to experience the canals 

 by... 

a) bike. 

b) boat. 

c) both. 

8- If you want to visit Amsterdam, you have to… 

 a) buy a bike. 

 b) book your accommodation in advance. 

 c) wear clogs. 

    Remember that while  

     watching a video  

you can take notes of  

the most important things.  

 

It will help you a lot! 

 

Language tips:   Giving opinions 
 

Same opinion: 

- I agree with you, because…… 

- I believe that you are right because…. 

Different opinion: 

- I think you are wrong because…. 

- I disagree with you because... 

New ideas: 

- In my opinion …. 

- I think that… 

- I honestly think that…. 

 

Example: 

 

I think that this first picture is a famous museum in Amsterdam. 

I disagree with you. I believe this picture refers to a coffeeshop. 
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Now compare your answers in groups of four. Then answer to the following questions. 

� What were the things that surprised you? 

� Where do you want to go the most? 

 

Now you have to work in groups of four: 

• Each one of you is going to have a different text.  

• All of you who have the same text are going to work together in a corner of the classroom. 

Read the text and try to ”memorize” as many information as possible. The students in your 

experts' corner can help you. 

• Then you have to explain the text to your group (don’t worry, they will have to explain their 

texts to you later). 

 

  
 

With the information that the experts and yourself have 

explained, answer this questionnaire and see if you are already an 

EXPERT on Amsterdam. 

 

 

 

 1- When was the idea of coffeeshops introduced in The Netherlands? 

 2- What is forbidden to sell in a coffeshop? 

 3- Where is the Rijksmuseum located? 

 4- Which collections does it have? 

 5- When did the museum move to Amsterdam? Where was it before? 

 6- What is the Anne Frank House in Amsterdam? 

 7- Why is the Anne Frank House famous? 

 8- What is exactly De Wallen? 

 9- Where is De Wallen located? 

 10- What are the main attractions in the area? 
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And here you have the texts with the information you’ve just learnt. 

TTEEXXTT  11::  CCOOFFFFEEEE  SSHHOOPPSS  

 

Coffeeshops are establishments in the 

Netherlands where the sale of cannabis  

for personal consumption by the public is 

tolerated by the local authorities. 

 

Under the drug policy  

of the Netherlands,  

the sale of cannabis products  

in small quantities is allowed by 'licensed' 

coffee shops. The majority of these 

"coffeeshops" (in Dutch written as one word) 
also serve drinks and food. It is not allowed for 

a coffeeshop to serve alcohol or other drugs. 

The idea of coffeeshops was introduced in the 

1970s for the explicit purpose of keeping hard 

and soft drugs separated. 

TTEEXXTT  22::  RRiijjkkssmmuusseeuumm  

 

  The Rijksmuseum Amsterdam  

  or Rijksmuseum is a Dutch  

  national museum in Amsterdam, 

  located on the Museumplein.  

 

The museum is dedicated to arts, crafts, and 

history. It has a large collection of paintings from 

the Dutch Golden Age and a substantial 

collection of Asian art. 

The museum was founded in 1800 in The Hague 

but in 1808 the museum moved to Amsterdam 

on the orders of king Louis Bonaparte, brother of 

Napoleon Bonaparte.  

The paintings collection includes works by artists 

Jacob van Ruysdael, Frans Hals, Johannes 

Vermeer and Rembrandt and Rembrandt's 

pupils. 

TTEEXXTT  33::  AAnnnnee  FFrraannkk  HHoouussee  

 

  The Anne Frank House on the  

  Prinsengracht in Amsterdam is a 

  museum dedicated to Jewish  

  wartime diarist Anne Frank, who 

  hid from Nazi persecution with 

  her family and four other people 

  in hidden rooms at the rear of  

  the building.  

 

As well as the preservation of the hiding place 

and an exhibition on the life and times of Anne 

Frank, the museum acts as an exhibition space to 

highlight all forms of persecution and 

discrimination. 

 

It opened on 3 May 1960 with the aid of public 

subscription, three years after a foundation was 

established to protect the property from 

developers who wanted to demolish the block 

TEXT 4: The red-light district 

 

De Wallen is the largest  

and best-known red-light  

district in Amsterdam and  

a major tourist attraction.  

 

It is located in the heart of the oldest part of 

Amsterdam, covering several blocks south of the 

church Oude Kerk and crossed by several canals.  

 

 

De Wallen is a network of alleys containing 

approximately three hundred tiny one-room 

cabins rented by female prostitutes who offer 

their services from behind a window or glass 

door, typically illuminated with red lights. The 

area also has a number of sex shops, sex 

theatres, peep shows, a sex museum, a 

cannabis museum, and a number of coffee 

shops that sell marijuana. 
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                    3. BREDA3. BREDA3. BREDA3. BREDA    

Imagine you are a tourist in Breda, but you don’t know anything about the 

city. Go to the tourist information office in Breda and ask to the 

information guide the questions you have in the box below. The information 

guide will answer to you all the questions. Write the information on your 

notebook! Then, swap roles.  

 

 

  

 

Work in pairs. Imagine that you have just founded a new 

travel agency, so you have to design some web resources for 

the clients. The destination is going to be Breda, in the 

Netherlands. In order to do so, you have to create a 

VoiceThread. 

  

 Steps you need to follow: 

 Step 1: Go to http://voicethread.com/#home and register. 

 Step 2: Choose a name for your travel agency. 

 Step 3: Include general information about Breda: its history, what to visit, etc.  

Step 4: Upload pictures, videos and text to make it more attractive for your customers.  

Step 5: Record yourselves explaining the main tourist attractions of the city. 

Step 5: Once you have finished, remember to keep the link to your VoiceThread and paste 

it in the Moodle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOURIST A 

 

1- What is the population of Breda? 

2- How do you call people living in Breda? 

3- What is “The Grote” or “Onze Lieve 

Vrouwe Kerk”? 

4- What is “The Surrender of Breda”? 

5- What is the “Beguinage”? 

6- Is there a castle in Breda? 

7- Is there any museum in Breda? 

 

TOURIST B 

 

1-Where does the name Breda come from? 

2- What is the “Spanjaardsgat”? 

3- Which is the most important monument  

in Breda? 

4- Who was Ambrosio Spinola? 

5-What is the most famous park in Breda? 

6- Where can I go shopping in Breda? 

7- Is there a casino in the city? 

 

A VoiceThread is an online 

media album that can hold any 
type of media and allows you to 
make comments using voice, 
text, audio file, or video and 
share them with anyone you 
wish. 
 
Find more information here:  
http://voicethread.com/support/f
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4. ANNE FRANK4. ANNE FRANK4. ANNE FRANK4. ANNE FRANK    
               

Watch a documentary about the life of Anne Frank, called The Short 

Life of Anne Frank, directed by Gerrit Netten. While watching the 

film, answer the questions below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. What is Anne Frank house nowadays? 

2. When was she born? 

3. Where did Anne’s family live when she was born? 

4. When did the political party of Adolf Hitler come to power? 

5. According to the Nazis, who were Germany’s greatest enemy? 

6. How old was Anne when she and her family went to the Netherlands? 

7. What’s the name of Anne’s father’s company? 

8. What did the Jews have to wear to be identified? 

9. When did Anne receive her diary? 

10. What is the Secret Annexe? 

11. How many people lived with the Franks in the Secret Annexe? 

12. What did Anne want to become when she was old? 

13. How did the police find them? 

14. How did Anne and Margot die? 

15. Who was the only survivor of the 8 people hiding in the Secret Annexe? 

16. When did the war finish? 

 

Explain with your own words the story that can be read in The Diary of a Young Girl, by Anne Frank. 

Begin as follows:  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

- In the book, Anne Frank, a thirteen-year-old girl, is given a diary as a 

present for her birthday. There, she explains..……………………….. 
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Read the following sentences and order the events that appear in Anne Frank’s diary. Discuss it 

in pairs.  

1) 1933  a) We hurried to leave the house- we 

wanted to reach our hiding-place safely. 

2) 1940 b) My mouth met Peter’s mouth and we 

kissed each other again and again. 

 3) June 1942 c) German and Dutch police arrested the 

people who were hiding in the Annexe. 

4) July 1942 d) At seven I went to the sitting-room for 

my presents. The nicest present was you- 

my diary! 

5) November 

1942 

e) Because we are Jewish, we moved to 

Holland. 

6) April 1944 f) A German army official tried to kill 

Hitler.  

7) July 1944 g) Another person is coming to live to 

the hiding-place. He is a dentist. 

8) August 1944 h) The Germans arrived in the 

Netherlands. 

 

Complete the following text about Anne Frank’s life, with the words that appear in the box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anne Frank (12 June 1929 in ___________– early March _______ in Bergen Belsen) is one of the most 

renowned _______ victims of the ________ Holocaust.  Her ______ has become one of the world's most 

widely read books. It documents her and her family's hidding during the German occupation of the 

Netherlands during ____________________. 

The Frank _________ moved from Germany to____________in 1933 when the Nazis gained power. In May 

1940, Germany ________ the Netherlands, and the occupation government began to persecute 

______________. As persecutions of the _________ population increased in July 1942, the family together 

with another Jewish family went into ____________ in the office building of Anne Frank's father. After two 

years, the group was betrayed and transported to ___________ camps. Anne Frank and her _________, 

Margot , were transferred to the Bergen-Belsen __________ _________  where they both _______ of typhus in 

March 1945. 

Anne Frank's father was the only ___________ of the family. He returned to Amsterdam after the ________. 

He found his __________'s diary and published it in English in 1952 as “The diary of a    young girl”. 
                                Adapted from Wikipedia.org 

    

war       Jews       died       nazi         family       daughter          invaded          Jewish          

diary       hiding       survivor        concentration      sister      Jewish       1945        

concentration camp      Amsterdam/the Netherlands        Frankfurt       World War II 
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 Read the paragraph on page 2, corresponding to June, 20th, 1942. Write the rules that the Jewish 

people had to follow under the new German laws.  Discuss it with your partner. 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Write your own sentences here: 

 

 

 

 
 

Complete the following Anne Frank's timeline with ten significant dates in her life.  

 

 

Date:              19..     12th June,1942         8th …..., 1942       17th November,    …...... ,1944                      

                                                                                          1942 

 
Anne was born.          ...…........        Anne's family      ….…...........     Anne and Peter                                                                   

                                                   had to hide                                 kissed for the                                                                                                                                 

                                                   from the Nazis.                           first time.     

  

 

 

Date:          …..., 19..      12th June, 1944      …......., 1944   4th August,1944    ….., 19.. 

 
              D-Day.           …....….......... Somebody tried     …...............       Anne died 

  Beginning of the                                to kill Hitler.                         of typhus.

  British invasion. 

 

EXPERTS TIP 

 
The Star of David is a six-pointed 

star made up of two triangles 

superimposed over each other.  

 

In Judaism it is often called the 

Magen David, which means the 

"shield of David" in Hebrew.  1. Jews had to.................…………………………………………………………..                                                       

2. Jews could not…………………………………………………………………... 

3. Jewish people were not allowed to…………………………………... 
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Now, write your own timeline with five events that were very important to you in your life. 

 
Date: 

 
Event: 

 

 
 

Complete the crossword with the information that appears in The Diary of a Young Girl. 
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Write a different ending about the life of Anne Frank. 

Each of you has to write only one sentence. Write as if Anne Frank was writing it, that is, in the style of a 

diary. Remember to write you name in parenthesis at the end of your sentence. 

 

Here you have the first sentence: 

 

That day seemed like all the other days, but something different was about to happen. (TEACHER) 
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5. CULTURE IS...5. CULTURE IS...5. CULTURE IS...5. CULTURE IS...    

 In pairs, discuss the features you would consider culture. Which are the 

signs that can identify different cultures?  

  

Make a list of the things related to Dutch culture that we have been 

discussing in class.  

- Look at the 

wordle and find 

the words that 

belong to Dutch 

culture. 

- Use the Language Tip box to construct your sentences. 

 

 

 

 

Now you’re going to watch a video about Dutch culture.  In  groups of four, 

organize these flashcards while you watch the video. Some are more difficult than others, so 

pay attention! 

     

     

     

     

     

 

Language tip:  Giving opinions 
• In my opinion …. 

• I think that… 

• I honestly think that…. 

• From my point of view........ 

 

• I believe that you are right 

because… 

• I think you are wrong because…. 

• I agree with you, because…… 

• I disagree with you because... 

 

Example 

Peter: In my opinion, orange is the colour that represents the Dutch culture. 

Frank: I agree with you, John. /  I disagree with you, because.... 

  

A Wordle is a word 

cloud, a list of mixed 
words.  

 
Create your own here: 
http://www.wordle.net/ 
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Write a short summary of the text. All the pictures you have been working with may help you.  

Now that you know a lot about the Dutch culture, write 10 sentences comparing your own 

culture with the Dutch one. Discuss it with your partner 

 

 

 

 

Let’s test your knowledge on the topic you have been working in this 

unit: DUTCH CULTURE 

 

Example:  

 On Christmas, Sinterklaas brings presents for the Dutch children. In Catalonia, The 

 Three Wise Men bring the presents.  

The Netherlands is a small country in..……………………………... 

“Netherlands” means……………………….because………………..  

The Dutch had to build…………………………………………………. 

In spring tourists come to see the ……………………………....... 
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EXTRA 
MATERIALS 

 
Do you want 
to learn 
more? 
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6666. DIKES, POLDERS AND WINDMILLS. DIKES, POLDERS AND WINDMILLS. DIKES, POLDERS AND WINDMILLS. DIKES, POLDERS AND WINDMILLS    

In this webquest you're going to become an expert on dikes, 

deltaworks, polders, canals and windmills. Since you are 

now in The Netherlands, here you're going to find the 

specific  information about this region. Enjoy! 

http://zunal.com/webquest.php?w=55287 

In order to complete the final quiz you will have to go through all 

these web pages in order to gather some important information 

about the main topic of this webquest. 

 

Deltaworks in The Netherlands: http://www.deltawerken.com/23 

Dikes in The Netherlands: http://science.howstuffworks.com/levee2.htm 

Polders in The Netherlands: http://static.nai.nl/polders/e/index.html 

Canals in The Netherlands: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Canals_in_the_Netherlands 

Windmills in The Netherlands: http://www.windmillworld.com/europe/netherlands.htm 

Floods in the Netherlands: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Floods_in_the_Netherlands 

The flood of 1953: http://www.deltawerken.com/89 

      TAKE NOTES whenever you think it’s necessary. 

Now that you know all about dikes, polders, deltaworks, canals and windmills and floods 

Choose the correct answer to each question in the quiz. Each correct answer counts 1 point! 

Have fun! 

1: What is a dike? 

a) A type of windmill. 

b) It is a barrier against the sea. 

c) It is a sea near Holland. 

d) It is a region in Holland.    

2: When was the first Deltawork operational? 

a) In 1958. 

b) In 1985. 

c) In 1945. 

d) In 1976.    
3: How many people died in the flood of 1953? 

a) No one. 

b) One hundred people. 

c) Nearly two thousand people. 

d) A thousand people.    

4: How many windmills are there in The Netherlands? 

a) 1000. 

b) 2089. 

c) 980. 

d) 1150 and rising. 
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5: What is a polder? 

a) It is land reclaimed from the sea. 

b) It is a barrier against the sea. 

c) It is a type of windmill. 

d) It is a typical food from The Netherlands. 

6: What is another word for "dike"? 

a) dijk 

b) Levee 

c) Dyke 

d)  all of them are correct. 

7: How many polders do The Netherlands have? 

a) More than three thousand polders. 

b) Almost two thousand polders. 

c) Almost a million polders. 

d) A hundred polders. 

8: How many kilometres of dikes are there in The 

Netherlands? 

a) 563 km. 

b) 1000 km. 

c) 500 km. 

d) 653 km. 

9: The Amsterdam–Rhine Canal or Amsterdam-

Rijnkanaal connects...  

a) Amsterdam with the main shipping artery of 

the Rhine. 

b) Utrecht with the main shipping artery of the 

Rhine. 

c) The Hague with the main shipping artery of 

the Rhine. 

d) There is no Amsterdam–Rhine Canal in The 

Netherlands. 

10: How many windmills are there in Amsterdam? 

a) 9 windmills. 

b) 8 windmills. 

c) None. 

d) 18 windmills    

    

You'll have to prepare a Voki about one specific 

topic from the ones listed below: 

• deltaworks 

• dikes 

• polders 

• canals 

• windmills 

• floodings 

You need to create the Voki individually. You need to focus on the importance of these topics in 

The Netherlands.  

Try to look for key information and texts that may help you. Once you have the text you have to 

create your avatar and… make him/her TALK! 

A Voki is a free service that 

allows you to create 
personalized speaking 
avatars and use them on your 
blog, profile, and in email 
messages.  
 
Find more information here:  
http://www.voki.com/create.p

hp 
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7777. BELGIUM. SO CLOSE, SO FAR. BELGIUM. SO CLOSE, SO FAR. BELGIUM. SO CLOSE, SO FAR. BELGIUM. SO CLOSE, SO FAR    
 

Step-by-step instructions: 

• Go to http://poster.4teachers.org/worksheet/view.php?id=145851 and follow the 

instructions to complete the treasure hunt about Belgium.  

• Use this word document to write down the answers. Remember to write your name.  

 

Have a look at this wordle: 

 

a) Among all these words there are 

three famous painters, one singer and 

two comics’ artists. Identify them and 

mention some of their most famous 

masterpieces. 

 

b) Look for a map of Belgium where 

you can clearly see what languages 

are spoken and where. 

 

c) Look for pictures of the most famous food in Belgium.  

 

d) Any idea of what the other words refer to? What happened in 1945? What is the relation 

between the NATO and Belgium? Write a small composition (about 8-10 lines) 

with the words included in the wordle. 

 

 

 

Belgium is a country …… 

The languages spoken in Belgium are………  
The capital of Belgium is ……………… 

The most famous ………… 
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a) Watch the video " Video Clip of Brussels City Belgium by Eurobookings.com" and fill in the gaps 

of the following text. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BsiKh0Fl_A&feature=related 

 

Brussels is the ____________ city of Belgium and the ____________ of the European Union and 

____________. 

Saint ____________’s Cathedral is a famous site dating from the ____________ Century. 

Mini-Europe is a ____________ located 15 minutes from the  ____________  recreating  ____________ of 

Belgium and the rest of Europe. 

Belgian restaurants ____________ up tempting treats that are based on ____________ cuisine with an 

emphasis on game and  ____________.  

Brussels has some grand ____________ places where people gather in large ____________ for major 

____________. 

 

b) The following topics are related to Brussels. Choose 

one of them and create a mindmap.  

See an example below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A MINDMAP is a diagram 

used to represent words and 
ideas linked to and arranged 
around a central key word or 
idea. 

 
Go to this webpage in order to 
create yours: 
http://www.text2mindmap.com/ 

 

Atomium Palace of the Nation (Belgian Federal Parliament) 

Saint Michael’s Cathedral Manneken pis    

The Grande Place  NATO headquarters  

European Commision 
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Have you ever heard these 

words? It’s the national dish 

from Belgium. Look for the 

recipe in the internet and use 

Prezi to show the ingredients 

and steps to follow.  

 

Do not forget to indicate the source of the recipe.  

 

You will find an example of a recipe under the links in the treasure hunt. Click on the button "show", 

then "full screen" and finally click on the "play" button to move through the presentation. 

 

 

Sir Peter Paul Rubens (June 28, 1577 – May 30, 1640)  

was a prolific seventeenth-century  Flemish Baroque painter. 

 

Create a glogster where you explain the most important features of 

Rubens’ biography. You may add videos, music or pictures if necessary. See 

an example of a glog 

below:

A PREZI is an online tool that 

allows you to create zooming 
presentation. 

 
Go to this webpage in order to 
learn how to use it: 
http://prezi.com/learn/ 

 

A GLOGSTER is an online tool 

that allows you to create digital 
posters with pictures, videos, 
texts and also recordings. 
 
Go to this webpage in order to 
learn how to use it:  
http://www.glogster.com/ 
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8888. EXPERIENCE ANTWERP. EXPERIENCE ANTWERP. EXPERIENCE ANTWERP. EXPERIENCE ANTWERP    
 

 

 You may ask the locals or look for a tourist brochure in order to get all this 

information. You can answer the questions at the back of the papers.  

You’ll have to hand in these papers when we take the bus to the Brussels airport. Please 

remember to be polite when asking. Good luck!  

Antwerp owes its very existence and its prosperity to the river that crosses it. 

Over the centuries the city and the port have expanded into a maritime 

metropolis. 

a) What is the name of that river? 

b) The Port of Antwerp is the ____________ largest port in Europe. 

c) The Port of Antwerp is situated in the ____________ area of the city. Its extension covers 

around ____________ ha. 

d) There are ____________ km of roads in the Antwerp port. 

e) Between 1873 and 1935 almost three million people emigrated from Antwerp to America 

and Canada. What was the name of that shipping company? 

f) There is a very special ship that you can visit in the harbour. Which one do you think it is? 

g) Lillo is a village in the northern districts of the city. It has preserved its original fishing port. 

What kind of museum can you visit there? 

In the middle of Antwerp's "Grand Place" you can find a statue of the Roman Silvius Brabo. What is 

he holding in his hand? He was one of Julius Caesar’s strongest warriors 

and so he sent him to Antwerp in order to accomplish a very important 

mission. What does the legend of Silvius Brabo say? Why is it related to 

the name of the city?  

 

Baroque, intelligent, complex, fascinating and surprising… are just some 

key words to describe Rubens’ style. The city of Antwerp is the Master’s 

home base where you can admire his house, workshop and grave. 

a) Where was he born? 

b) Where can you find this statue of Rubens? 

c) Where did he spend 8 years just interrupted by a short visit to 

Spain? 

d) Rubens’ house was both his home and ____________ 
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e) Name the two Rubens’ masterpieces that can be found in Onze-Lieve-

Vrouwekathedraal. 

f) Rubens also designed a church in Antwerp. Do you know which one? 

Antwerp has a long and magnificent tradition as a diamond city.  

a) Since the ____________ century the city has played an important role in the 

diamond trade and industry. 

b) How many diamond companies are concentrated in less than one km2 in the 

city centre? 

□ 150 

□ 500 

□ 1,500 

c) What does the “Antwerp cut” refer to? 

d) Every diamond sold in Antwerp is guaranteed conflict-free and each invoice must state this 

clearly. What does “conflict-free” mean? 

The Antwerpse Handjes are cookies or chocolates with or without marzipan shaped like a hand, 

and are a well-known specialty in Antwerp.   

a) How much does a box of chocolate Antwerpse Handjes cost? 

b) What are the main ingredients of the Antwerps gebak? 

c) Get into a chocolate shop and find out what kind of praliné sells 

better?  

 

Go to the Grand Bazar Shopping Center (Groenplaats) and find 5 shops which you can also find in 

Spain. E.g: Habitat. 
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  You will have to go to all these highlights in Antwerp and take pictures in every 

location. At least one of you has to be in every picture.  Always ask for permission! 

 

• At the front door of the Diamantmuseum Provincie Antwerpen or the diamond shop 

• Food specialities in a market stall. E.g.: smoutebollen (dough balls fried in oil), waffles, 

worstenbrood (sausage rolls) 

• At the front door of a brewery 

• T’steen 

• Silvius Brabo statue 

• Harbour (in front of a container or a ship) 

• A “Frietkot” 

• The Scheldt 

• Onze-Lieve-Vrouwekathedraal 

• Grote Martkt 

• Rubenshuis 

• Chocolate shop
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9999. AROUND BARCELONA. AROUND BARCELONA. AROUND BARCELONA. AROUND BARCELONA    

You have to work in groups of four in order 

to create a brochure of the most important 

monuments and attractions of your own        

       city. 

  TEAM 1: Parc Güell 

  TEAM 2: Casa Milà (“La Pedrera”) 

  TEAM 3: Camp Nou 

  TEAM 4: Tibidabo 

  TEAM 5: Santa Maria del Mar 

  TEAM 6: Port de Barcelona 

          TEAM 7: Torre Agbar 

 In order to do so, you will need to follow these steps: 

You will be given a set of pictures, a text and a coloured paper. These are the materials you 

will need to produce your brochure. 

You will need to divide the work among the four students in your team. 

Each brochure has to have four parts:  - Overview 

      - History or Context 

      - Main attractions or Important information 

      - How to get there 

Chose the most relevant information of the text and the pictures you 

want to include. 

Paste the pictures and write the text in the coloured paper. 

BE ORIGINAL! 

After creating the brochure, you need to prepare a PowerPoint presentation 

explaining the four parts included in the brochure. 

 

A brochure is a type of 

leaflet that is usually 
found in touristic places.  

Remember to 

include pictures 

and some key 

words. 

Write a title in each 

slide. 
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10101010. GOTHIC QUARTER AND BOQUERIA RALLY. GOTHIC QUARTER AND BOQUERIA RALLY. GOTHIC QUARTER AND BOQUERIA RALLY. GOTHIC QUARTER AND BOQUERIA RALLY    

    
While visiting the most important places of the gothic quarter and the Boqueria Market in 

Barcelona, answer to the questions in the space provided in each section.  

 

THE GOTHIC QUARTER 

Joan Miró, a Catalan painter and sculptor designed this famous logo. You can find it in several 

places around Barcelona. Try to discover where you can find it and make a picture of it. Can you 

guess what it simbolizes? 

 

 

 
 

 

Go to Plaça Nova (next to the Cathedral) and look for a word sculpture made by Joan Brossa, a 

Catalan visual poet. Take a picture of it. What's the meaning of  

this word?  

 

Choose the letter you find more original and draw it in the box  

below: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now go to the Cloister of the Cathedral. You will find some geese.  

How many are there? 

Can you think of a reason for this number?  

What kind of trees can you find in the cloister? 

 

 

 

   

  You can find it in … 
     

  The meaning of the picture is … 
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 Go to the Arxiu d’Història de la Ciutat (see map: Carrer de Santa Llúcia) and look for the letter-

box.  Domènech i Muntaner (an Art Nouveau architect) was its creator.   

Which animals can you see carved in the letter-box?   

 

 Go to Plaça Sant Felip de Neri. You will see lots of holes at the façade of the church. When do 

you think they were made? Why?  

 

 

Go back to Carrer de la Pietat (at the back of the cathedral). There you will find the Cases de les 

Canonges, which is the official residence of the Catalan government’s 

president. A bit further, in carrer Paradís, you will find the Temple to 

August, which is the headquarters of a typical Catalan sport:  

 

In front of the Temple to August there is a stone which shows us that 

we are in the highest point of the Roman village.  

What was the name of that small mountain? 

What was its height? 
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Once you are in Plaça Sant Jaume, where both Catalan government and Barcelona’s city hall are 

to be found, go to Carrer del Call. A “call” was the ancient Jew quarter. Turn right to Carrer Sant 

Domènec del Call and turn left to Carrer Marlet. You’ll see a plaque written in Hebrew.  

When was it carved?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Go to Plaça del Pi. Once you are there, you’ll find out why it is named so. Why? 

 

 

Go to Carrer del Petritxol. This narrow alley is full of “granges”, which used to be dairy 

products shops, but now you get the best hot chocolate in Barcelona.  

If you are up for a tremendous chocolate experience, don’t miss this opportunity and ask for a 

“suís” (hot chocolate with cream on the top of it) in one of these “granges”. By the way, how many 

are there? 

 

 

 

Once you are in Portaferrissa, go to number 17. Which animal can you find at the entrance? 
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 The Plaça Villa de Madrid, which is surrounded by buildings with elegant façades, hosts the most 

important burial site from the Roman city of Barcino. A Roman necropolis was unearthed 

during building work and integrated into a landscaped area. A raised walkway provides views of 

tombs dating from the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD, and reveals how the Romans built their 

cemeteries outside the city walls. How many tombs are there?  

 

 
 
 
 
 

“La Boqueria” Market 
 
At the Boqueria Market. La Boqueria is entwined with the 

city's history. The nowadays salesmen belong mostly to the 

3rd or 4th generation of salesmen of the market. They are 

the link between the past and the present. They are as well 

innovators and full of projects for La Boqueria. What can you 

find there? Fresh fish and seafood; salty fish; tinned food; 

butchery and offal; birds; game and eggs; fruits and 

vegetables; herbs; delicatessen; breads and pastries; 

restaurants; frozen food; artisan products; charcuterie; 

farmers' shops; wine... 

 

Walk around the market. You will enjoy strolling through its stalls. Visit some fresh fruit and 

vegetable stalls. Is there any fruit which you have never seen? Write down the names. Try to draw 

how they look like. 
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Go to a bakery. How much does a pà de pagès (a sort of bread) cost?     

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 At the centre of the market you fill find the fishmongers’. The names of the shops correspond 

mainly to female first names because while the husbands were shopping in the fish market, their 

wives stayed at La Boqueria selling the product.  

 

a) Write down 5 female first names: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) How much does 1 kg of mussels cost? 

     And 1 kg of prawns? 

 

 

 

 

Go to a stall where you can buy eggs. There are hen eggs, but you can also find eggs from other 

birds. Which ones?  

 

 

 

And last but not least, go to a stall named Petràs Fruits del Bosc. There you’ll find mushrooms, 

forest berries, edible flowers and _________________!!! Yes, you can eat them!!!  

 
Drawings & sketches: Lola Barranco, 1993. 

Perdoni, quant costa un pà de pagès rodó tallat? 
Gràcies. 
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